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ASP.NET 2.0 Web Parts in Action: Building Dynamic Web PortalsManning Publications, 2006
"A must-buy for every ASP.NET developer using Web Parts."
 Scott Guthrie
 General Manager
 Microsoft Developer Division
 "Squeezes the full potential out of ASP.NET Web Parts."
 Andres Sanabria
 Lead Program Manager
 ASP.NET and Server Application Frameworks 

 Using Web Parts, ASP.NET...
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HTML5 and CSS3: Level Up with Today's Web TechnologiesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 are more than just buzzwords--they're the foundation for today's web applications. This book gets you up to speed on the HTML5 elements and CSS3 features you can use right now in your current projects, with backwards compatible solutions that ensure that you don't leave users of older browsers behind. This new...
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CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS 210-255 Official Cert Guide (Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2017

	Learn, prepare, and practice for CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam success with this Official Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT Certification learning.

	
		
			Master CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam topics

	
	
		...
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iPod & iTunes: Missing Manual, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2004
In this freshly updated edition, New York  Times tech columnist J. D. Biersdorfer blows open  the secret doors of this gleaming, chrome-and-white beauty.  With humor and authority, she lays bare an astonishing  collection of useful tips, tricks, and shortcuts, and covers  all iPod models for both Mac and Windows,...
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Building Web Apps for Google TVO'Reilly, 2011

	This book provides an in-depth look at how to build web-based applications (web apps)
	for Google TV, a new platform that integrates the open web with traditional TV. This
	powerful and versatile new platform includes Google Chrome, a modern web browser
	that enables developers to deliver rich and sophisticated web apps to Google TV...
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Android 6 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and create your own applications using the full range of features available in Android 6


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to utilize the robust features of Android 6 to design, develop, and publish better Android applications
	
		Get useful guidance on creating new apps or migrating...
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Learning D3.js MappingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build stunning maps and visualizations using D3.js


	About This Book

	
		Dive into D3.js and apply its powerful data binding ability in order to create stunning visualizations
	
		Learn the key concepts of SVG, JavaScript, CSS and the DOM in order to project images onto the browser
	...
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Pro Android 2Apress, 2010

	The age of Web 2.0 smart mobile phones and handsets is here. First there was the BlackBerry, then there was the iPhone, and now … there’s Google, with its Android Mobile Software Development Kit (SDK) and platform, and its hardware partners in the Open Handset Alliance. Android works with the HTC G1 and G2 phones, the DROID, and...
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The HTML Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This handy low-priced book is packed with HTML/XHTML definitions and tips, including those for HTML5 elements in depth. Snappy writing and illustrative code samples walk readers through HTML uses and element definitions. Handy pocket size provides a convenient reference for HTML coders. A true companion to standards-compliant design. The HTML...
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Google Sites & Chrome For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Curious about Google Sites and how team collaboration Web sites can help you share documents online from various locations? Curious about Google’s new Chrome browser? Google Sites & Chrome For Dummies has what you want to know!
    Today, Google is so much more than another word for “search.” Google Sites...
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Programming Chrome AppsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Put your web app design skills to work by learning how to create powerful and portable Chrome Apps. With this practical book, you’ll learn how to build Google’s unique apps to behave just like native apps so they can interact with hardware devices, access external files, and send notifications.

	
		Author Marc...
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Beginning Android ADK with Arduino (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	In May 2011, Google held its annual developer conference, the Google IO, to present its newest

	technologies to approximately 5,000 attendees. In addition to improvements in its already well-known

	technologies such as the Google APIs or the core search technology, Google placed the focus on two

	major themes: Chrome and Android. As...
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